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BOOK REVIEWS
You and Your Cong7Tess, by Volta Torrey. New York: William Morrow and Company, 1944. $3.00~
Meet Your Congress, by John T. Flynn. New York: Doubleday, Doran and ComI
pany, 1944. $2.~.
The American Senate and World Peace, by Kenneth Colegrove-. New ,York: The
Vanguard Press, 1944. $2.00.
0

The death on January 16, 1945, of Senator Francis Maloney of Connecticut,
Chairman of the Special Committee for the Study of the Reorganization of Congress,
has delayed once more official c<.?nsideration of the many problems of mOdernizing
the machinery of the Federal legislature. Criticism and suggestions frOIp private
sources, however, continue without pause. Most recent of these -are the proposals
of the National· Planning Association, embodied in the report by Robert Heller
entitled Strengthening the ~ongr~ss, published on January 17, 1945, and the proposals of the Committee on Congress of the American Political Science Association,
in the report by George B. Galloway entitled The Reorganization of Congress, published on February Ii, 1945. ,
There is wide flgreement that there is need for some reorganization. There has
been no major overhauling of the machinery of Congress during this century. But
there is wide divergence of opinion as to what should be done.
Much of the ,current criticism of Congress centers upon the committee system
which has been characterized, and with some justification, as a maze of conflicting
jurisdictions and overlapping functions. There are at present forty-four standing
committees of the House of Representatives-foI't)'-five since January 3, 1945, when
the Special Committee to Investigate Un-American Activities was made a pe~anent
standing committee by a vote of 186 ~o 207-and there are thirty-three st~nding
committees of the Senate.'
. The theory of the committee structure, of course, is simple~' Some 10,000 bi~ls
a year are introduced in Congress.(' No member of Congress "Could become familiar
with more than a fraction of this ~olume of proposed legislation. The committees
are designed to sift the bills which are introduced, to select and consider those which
seem of merit, and to make recomm~ndatioris to the House of Representatives and
to the Senate.
'
The committees vary greatly in size and importance. 'They vary in the House
from ·the powerful Committee on Appropriations with forty-three members to the
three-man Committee on Memorials (lnd the two-man. Committee on the ·Disposi-
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tion of Executive Papers. There is an almost equally wide range among the thirtythree committees of the Senate.
In addition to the standing committees, there is a changing panorama of special
investigating committees in Congress.1 Special appropriations are voted for these
investigating committees, and they are in general far more adequately staffed than
are the standing committees. In the spring of 1944, the Chairman of the Accounts
Committee of the House compiled and published in the Congressional Record a
list of all investigating committees then in existence and the total amount of their
.appropriations. There were then thirty special investigating committees in the
House and thirty-eight in the Senate. ~ong the largest appropriations in the
Senate were a total of $400,000 for the Special Committee to Investigate the
National Defense Program (the Truman Committee, now the Mead Committee)
and $115,000 for the Special Committee to Study the Problems of American Small
Business (the Murray Committee). The largest committee appropriation of all
Congressional history was, made by the House. of Representatives, which voted a
total of $652,500 to the Special Committee to Investigate Un-American Activities
(the DieS Committee).2
Next'to the committee structure, the chief target of criticism in the functioning
of Congtess is the Rules, which permit, for example, unliniited debate and filibustering in the Senate and, in the House, are the source of the tremendous power
of the Rules Committee to determine what legislation shall be considered and in
what manner. The last notable changes in the Rules of the House occurred in
1910, in the "revolt" against the dictatorial power of the Speaker of the House,
"Uncle Joe" Cannon. Little is likely to be done in the immediate future toward
revising the Rules, and the matter is specifically excluded from consideration in
the resolution creating the Special Committee to Study the Reorganization of
Congress.
These and kindred subjects are discussed in the three books at hand. You and
Your Congress, by Volta Torrey, is a good journalistic account of how Congress
works and how Congressmen are elected. Torrey, who held a Nieman fellowship
at Harvard, is a newspaperman of wide experience. He describes his book as "propaganda for the election of a better and braver Congress" and writes in some detail
of the effects of the poll tax upon the Congressional delegations from the eight
Southern poll tax states, of the workings 'of the seniority rule in Congress, and of
party machines. Much of Torrey's volume deals with the 1942 elections. He feels
that "a great many of the men least competent to deal with the problems of war
and peace" were re-elected to the House of Representatives that year, and -he singles
out four :members for particular attention. Of these four, one, Hamilton Fish of
New York, was defeated in November, 1944, after. twenty-four years in Congress.
John T. Flynn's 'little book, Meet Your· Congress, covers much the same factual
material as Volta Torrey's You and Your Congress. Flynn, however, t~kes the position that Congress as an institution is under attack.. He sees a "dark haze of hatred
1 Much of interest on special investigating committees appears in M. Nelson McGeary,
The Development of Congressional Investigative Power, (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1940).
..
2 A detaileCl study of the Dies Committee appears in William Geliermann, Martin
Dies (New York: The John Day Co., 1944) .
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spread over it by those who do not like Congress;s': an institution." And again,
"now it is under attack as an institu~ion." His defense of Congress carries Flynn to
some rather curious lengths in such matters as defending the seniority role and
attacking the motives of the Congressional supporters' of poll tax repeal. Much of
the value of Flynn's factual material islost through lack of any index in his book.
Kenneth Colegrove devotes his' book, The American Senate and World Peace?
to one important aspect of the Congressional scene, and one which is beyond the
power of CQngress alone to change: the Constitutional provision that a two-thirds
vote of the Senate is required to ratify treaties.
Colegrove, professor of political economy at Northwestern University, points
out that because of this provision the participation of the United States in any
progr¥D for establishing a lasting peace, which takes the form of a treaty, can
be blocked by a yote of one third of the membership of the Senate. Colegrove
reco~ntS the dismal history of treaties in the Senate, and argues forcefully the
need to amend the Constitution on the ground that the present treaty ratification
procedure is a menace to future world peace and permits the express will of a
majority of the votersdn this country to be ignored.
, Colegrove's 'book (which was published before the November, 1944, elections)
contains an appendix entitled Records of Isolationist Senators. This list includes
a brief summary of' the voting record on, foreign affairs of each of twenty-six SenI ators who might be expected to vote against international agreements.
Of these
. twenty-six Senators, twelve were up for re-election in 1944. It is of value to note
that of these twelve, there were seven who for one reason or another did not return
to the S~nate: Clark of Missouri, Clark of ldaho, Danaher of Connecticut, Davis of
Pennsylvania, Holman of Oregon, Nye of North Dakota, and Reynolds, of North
Carolina. Of the five who were returned-Taft of Ohio, Tobey of New Hampshire,
Wiley of Wisconsin, McCarran of Nevada, and Aiken of Vermont-there are two
who have done much to remove the appellative of "isolationist" from their recorqs.
Senator Tobey has voted in favor of trade agreements, and Senator Aiken has voted
. in favor of lend·lease and the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation AdIilinistration.
A more rece~t analysis of the Senate, including the new members, was published
in January, 1945, by Press Res~arch, Inc., of Washington, D. C. This survey counts
the Senate as now containing forty-eight internationalists (forty Democrats and
eight Republicans),' twenty-three isolationists (eighteen Republicans and five
Democrats), and twenty-five doubtfq.l (twelve Democrats and thirteen Republicans).
Any treaty after the present war, to be ratified, ~ill require the vote of every
Senator listed in this count as internationalist, and in addition sixteen votes. Even
if every "doubtful".. Democrat voted with the Administration, a· treaty would still
have to win the votes. of at least four "doubtful" Republicans as well as all of the
eight Republicans listed as internationalists.
If the peace, is not written before 1946, much will depend upon the Senatorial
elections of that year when thirty-two Senators (including eight considered as "iso.
lationist") will be up for re-eiectlon.
The books at hand and others like them may be expected to have an inftuence
in these elections.
COL E MAN R 0 SEN B E R. G E It
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Democracy Rebor~, by Henry A. Wallace; selected from public papers and edited
with an introduction and notes by Russell Lord. New, York: Reynal and Hitch·
•
cock, 1944. $3.00•
The American Way: Selections from the Public Addresses and Papers of Franklin
D. Roosevelt, edited by Dagobert D. Runes. New York: Philosophical Library.
1944· $i·50 •
The Valley' and Its People: a Portrait of TVA, by R. L. Duffus; illustrations by
the Graphics Department of the Tennessee Valley Authority, Charles Krutch,
Chief. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, J944. ~$2.'75.

.

It is not inconceivable that students poring over their history books in the
twenty-first century will wrinkle their brows in amazement at the fact that, in a
time when we most needed leaders with vision and understanding and good will,
the
Henry Wallace
was only the vice-president. For Henry Wallace is undoubtedly
.
.
most far-seeing, clear-thinking figure in American public life today. What he sees
and wb.at he talks about in his speeches and his books is the world of tomorrow,
a new order based "not on inequality and distrust and a ruthless disregard of the
individual as in the European and Asiatic pattern, but a new order of abundance
and security and good will for all men, wherever they may live.
Henry Wallace is a man with his eye on the future, a future that is as inevitable
as the rising of tomorrow's sun. It may not be in one year, or ten, or even fifty
years; it may not and probably will not be in detail as he envisions it; but there
is nothing more certain than that the new order that Henry Wallace has been and
is talking about will come to pass and that history will prove Mr. Wallace to have
been a much greater figure than his myopic detractors would now have us believe.
Despite the outcry against him and his ideas, Henry Wallace is not an ideological
radical. 'Hlis rather a sincere idealist who believes men are more important than
systems,.a man of vision and hope with clear and simple ideas about how democracy
can be made to work. Those ideas are plainly set forth in Democracy Reborn, a
collection of excerpts from the speeches and writings of Mr. Wallace from his entry
into public life in 1933 to the middle of 1944.
There is not a great deal that is new in Mr. Wallace's book; most of the ideas
have been expressed a hundred times before and sometimes more elegantly. if not
more dearly, than Mr. Wallace says them. But recent events have'indicated that a
great many of us have not yet learned the simple economic truths that Wallace and
others saw clearly in 1933, and for that reason his arguments and viewpoints are
well worth repeating.
Reduced to its simplest terms, Mr. Wallace's economic philosophy is nothing
more than a belief that "then: need be Qothing impractical, there need be nothing
foolishly idealistic about a Christi~n, co-operative, democratic State." Food and
shelter and other necessities "ought to be as automatic and, as universal, in this
day of technological achievement, as the air we breathe." (No one has yet demonstrated scientifically that they co~ldn't be if we had the wit to organize to make
them sol) All people must be given a chance to work productively for wages which
will enable them to buy the things they produce. If this' result can be 'achieved
within the framework of the chaotic scramble we euphemistically call "free enterprise," \fell and good; if it cannot be so achieved, other means will have to be found.
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It is highly unlikely that Mr. Wallace's economic philosophy will be soon
adopted as the foundation o! our national policy; it is equally unlikely that, in the
long run, we shall fail to adopt a good part of it. In the meantime~ Democracy·
Reborn will provide good, stimulating, thought-provoking reading for anyone who
isn't positive that we are already enjoying "the best of all possible worlds." The
biographical introduction and explanatory interpolations by Russell L9rd make
good reading too.
If The American Way is a lesser book than Dempcracy Reborn the fault lies
with their respective editors rather than ·in any <Ufference in the quality of the .
writers' ideas. Where~ Democracy Reborn includes long, satisfying exerpts from
the speeches and writings of Mr. Wallace, The American Way is a collection of
short paragraphs designed to reveal in Mr. Roosevelt "the underlying homespun
philosophy that is in me heart of every true American." Perhaps the selections are
too brief; perhaps the: prose of Mr. Roosevelt needs the almost magic power of his
voice and personality' to make it effective. Whatever the reason, there is lacking
in Mr. Roosevelt's book th~, warm,rh (one might almostpsay the heat!) and the vitality that give stature to Democracy Reborn. Reading the two books in rapid
succession, one is struck by the thought that whereas Mr.. Wallace is passionately
devoted to achieving a new and more just social order in the future, Mr. Roosevelt
is equally concerned with preserving and consolidating in and for the present the
rights and freedoms gained during the American revol~tion. One is aware also
that in the style of Mr. Roosevelt, insofar as a style can be revealed in such short
selections, there is a touch of the grandiose and generalized oratory of the professional politician;-a characteristic which is 'entirely lacking in the simple directness
of Mr. Wallace's approach.
The American Way represents an ':hempt, to reveal, through selections taken
from his public addresses and papers dut:ing the past fifteen years, the social philosophy of Mr. Roosevelt in regard to thirteen topics ranging from "The Rights of
the Common Man" ',through "The Inter-American Order," "Foreign Tyranny,"
"The Four Freedoms:' and "True Education," to "Dynamic Democracy" and "The
American Way." On the whole, the attempt is successful and there does' emerge a
fairly definite impression of the social outlook of Mr. Roosevelt; but it is not a
much more definite impreSSion than one could gain froJil listening to o~e or two
fireside chats, so that: it is doubtful if Mr. Runes. can be said to have attained his
. stated goal of conveying to the reader "a clearer picture of the inner motives, the
personal outlook, and the social philosophy of the President."
The democracy that both Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Wallace are talking about is
portrayed in action in The Valley and Its People. Here is a simplified and wellwritten account of what is perhaps the most significant socia) undertaking in America in generations-an attempt to implement democratic theory with a workable
action program covering every phase of life in the entire watershed of a great river
system. Beginning in 1933 when the Tennessee Valley was a disheartened area of
depressed and underprivileged people, Mr. Duffus tells the story of the changes that
came as dams and dynamos and' powerlines and new social relationships' transformed the Valiey into one of the great~roductive centers of our country and its
people into. ~ self~reliant~ cooperative"population.
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The Valley and Its People is a very satisfying book in that its simple but powerful text is supplemented by nearly a hundred magnificent photographs taken and
arranged,by Charles Krutqt of the Graphics Department of the TVA. Credit should
-also be given to James Henrickson, whose superb typographical arrangements contribute to making the book as excellent in format as it is in content.
The significance of the TVA experiment lies in its demonstrated success in
giving a depressed people a new sense of dignity and a 'new awareness of what they
can achieve through their own cooperative efforts. It lie~ also, as Mr. Duffus points
out, in the fact that the principle of TVA, if not its exact pattern, can be applied
elsewhere, on other rivers," on the Great Plains, in the mountain states. The recent
movement for the establishment of a Missouri Valley"Authority and the talk of
such an authority for the Rio Grande Valley indicates that there is already a firm
and growing determination that it shall be applied elsewhere.
The TVA is a signpost pointing towards the future, the future that Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Wallace are fighting tabring to pass, the future that other powerful
forces are determined to prevent. It is not without significance that during the
first five years of its epstence, TVA's operations were impeded by twenty-six
injunctions and its constitutional authority questioned in fifty-seven cases. Nor
is it without significance that in spite of opposition and obstructions the program
of the TVA continued to expand, the dams continued to be built, the powerlines
stretched over increasingly greater areas. For the Tennessee Valley experiment is
an expression of the power and the determination of a people .to get what they
want-jobs, security, and expanding opportunities-and in that power and that
determination lies the hope of the future. .
.
L Y L E SA U N DE RS
Liquidation of War Production, by A. D. H. Kaplan. New York and London:
McGtaw-Hill Book Company, 1944. $1.00.
Demobilization of Wartime Economic Controls, by John M. Clark. New York and
London: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1944. $1.75.
Producti(fm Jobs and Taxes, by Harold M. Groves. New York and London: McGrawHill Book Company, 1944. $1.10.
Providing for Unemployed Workers in Transition, by Richard H. Lester. New
York and London. 1945. $1.50.
Co,

The Committee for Economic Development was organized in August, 1942, by
a group of business leaders whose objective is to achieve a high level of postwar
employment through full production and expansion of private industry.
Since there seems to be widespread agreement among economists that the postwar period in the Uni~ed States will call for the employment of from 7 to 10
million more workers than were found on the 1940 payrolls, the C. E. D. has
divided its research studies into two parts:
1. The transition from war to peace, the problemS"involved in the early attainment of high levels of employment and production when the war is over;
2. The longer-term fundamental problems involved in the maintenance of high
levels of productive employment after the 'transition period has, passed.

The four monographs to be reviewed fall into the first division. Kaplan con-
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eludes The Liquidation of War Production with the following statement, which
seems to be descriptive of C. E. Do's attitude:
And yet the sacrifices of the war will be futile if having won the victory in global
warfare, we engage in an all-out struggle of economic interests on the home front
as :we go through the transition period.
.
We must look to the government for leadership in placing consideration for
the soundness of the whole economy ahead of the temporary preferential position
of its segments. But beyond that, it is vitally important that individual companies
and specific interest groups shall plan and act on. the premise that the individual
citizen will prosper best as there is a national prosperity to be shared' (p. 122).
The forty-one points developed by Kaplan are summarized in the setting for
reconversion, contract cancellation, surplus disposal, and disposition of war plants.
He believes that even though the process of liqui~tion is complicated by the
concentration of our war production in a few ,areas, and·by the .necessity of removing, storing, and disposing of highly specialized war facilities and inventories, that
liquidation need not be disastrous, because it has its starting point in a ..fully
mobilized rather than an expanding economy, as was the case in World War 1.
During the war-time process of cancellation and settlement, the cutbacks should
be made on these considerations: (1) retention ;of the more' efficient, low-cost contractors, (2) cutting back first in areas of labor shortage, (3) releasing contractors
who can readily reconvert to civilian goods, retaining contracts in arsenals and with
regular suppliers of military,goods, (4) holding a sufficient number of firms under
. a given type of contract to permit speedy return to a higher production if an emergency arises.
The public has expressed considerable concern over the probable effects on the
market which would result from the disposal of surpluses. According to Kaplan's
study, more than half the military surpluses will be located abroad; the remainder
in this country will be hetween 6 and 7 billion dollars, less than two months' retail
sale. The preceding, statement, I believe, oversimplifies the problem, since most
of the 6 'or 7 billion dollar surplus will be concentrated in few industries and the
. effects of the disposal will be far greater than an influx of competing' materials in
retail sales for two months only.
Finally, war plants worth about 5 billion dollars will be readily convertible
to peace-time Jlses, and it is suggested that they be sold or leased but that the government not attempt over-long subsidization of submarginal plants.
Closely associated With the problems of liquidation of war production are those
of demobilization of w~ economic controls.
Professor Clark would terminate economic controls as soon as the end of special
war shortages will warrant the rel~ng of all or nearly all the controls. This
termination, he thinks, should be possible, within six months or a year after the
end of the war, with the exception of rent and wage controls" and certain selective
price ceiiings, liberal enough to stimulate production, particul~rly in the major
durable industries.
. There will be scarcities of the major durable goods, probable surpluses of mo~t
basic consumer materials, .and more probability of deflationary than of inflationary
conditions in the field of general consumers' goods. Accordinglr., while the framewor~of price control should be kept in cases of need, actual Ceilings can probably
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be limited to major durables and these may be informal, accompanied by an informal use-priority system in place of formal rationing (p. 185).
Whatever measures may be taken to demobilize production and controls smoothly, history has taught us to expect the recurrence of the four phases of the business
cycle. Professor Clark reminds us that we have never developed ,the volume of
current consumption which is necessary to a full and balanced use of our productive resources. We have not perfected an economic system in which investment
goes on at a rate that long-run consumption will justify, and consumption goes on
at the rate. that warrants the investment.
Liquidation of production and demobilization of econoD;1ic controls are primarily governmental problems, but it remains to be seen whether with the two
major problems,' production and employment, the government or private industry
takes the initiative.
The Committee for Economic Development recognizes that production and
employment are primarily the concern of business and is attempting to show private industry that it must formulate its plans now for furnishing a sufficiently high
level of, employment; that it must decide whether this will be done with or without
supplementary collaborative or regulatory governmental activity.
Professor Harold M. Groves in Production Jobs and Taxes would lay the foundation for production and employment bOy recasting the federal tax system after
the war.
He makes twenty recommendations for revision and modification of the tax
structure. Summarized, they are as follows: a proposal to integrate corporate and
personal income taxes, eliminate the excess-profits tax, provide for a six-year carryover period of business losses and a higher depreciation rate for plant and
equipment. In his estimation, these revisions would encourage investment and
production. He would also eliminate tax-exempt securities and lower the rates in
the middle and upper income brackets. Once he had succeeded in stimulating
investment and production he would not destroy a portion of the market by levying
a federal sales tax.
Unlike most writers, Professor Groves anticipates the objections to his taxation
plan. He realizes that the program is very favorable to business and perhaps too
harsh on the lower income brackets. He attempts to defend his proposals in terms
of equity. For e-xample, the proposal to reduce surtaxes in ~the upper brackets
would be counterbalanced by increases in the death-tax rates, and failure to
reduce the rates in the lower income brackets, offset by the exclusion of a federal
sales tax.
He meets any possible objection by Congress to the integration of personaland corporate taxes by the statement that "fear of losses is often of more concern
to the business man than the hope of a very high positive profit."
The point on which Groves places the greatest emphasis is perhaps the most
controversial of the ~enty, that is, the elimination of duplication in corporate and
personal income taxe~ by integrating the two levies. This would be achieved by
confining the corporati!ln tax to a withholding levy on dividends and an advance
payment on income retained by the corporation for reinvestment. The advance
payment would be credited to the stockholder to apply on his personal tax liability
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if and when the divid~nds were distributed, or a capital gain occurred through
realization on reinvestm<rnt of the stock.
Since the tax would'be levied on the corporate income which is distributed, the
burden would fall on that group'in the upper income bracket which receives the.
major portion of its income from dividends. Thus, it is" possible that the increase
in investment for production purposes so d~sirable for the maintenance of a high
'level of production andeinployment, with low taxes and a balanced budget, might"
not be forthcoming. .
Richard Lester presents, perhaps, the most concrete report of the four. He
submits a five-way program for providing for ,unemployed workers in the transition
period. An analysis of the program will show, however, that he relies on govern·
mental action more heavily than do Professors Clark and Groves. Lester plans for
the transitional period, a period which will test the ability of the states and localities to meet their responsibilities. The, flexibility, mobility, and variety of the
proposals will meet the needs of the special groups of youths, marginal workers,
women, and servicemen.
The plan requires that:
0

1. Unemeloyment. compensation should be the chief means of providing for
the unemplo~d. Congress and state legislatures should extend coverage to include
federal employees, merchant seamen, and those employed in small firms. The
. benefits should be increased to $20 for 26 weeks. A federal guaranty fund, offering
grants to states, would IDe used to assist in financing the plan.
2. Congress s~ouldenact a prograIlJ; of federal grants to states for general relief
on a matched basIS.
3. Private industry should provide dismissal compensation; pay return travel
expenses for workers whose travel to .war plants was financed by employers; and
plan work so that idle war plant employees can be used for maintenance and repair
work, etc.
4. The Federal 'Government should adopt a program of matched grants to the
states for, preparing detailed plans. on nop-federal projects, which are flexible and
of high· utility.
o

0

•

0

Professor ~ester estimates that the total cost would be 1 ~ billion dollars which
is equal to five days of federal expenditures for war activities in inid-1944. These
costs,' he maintains, 'should be weighed against benefits, beneficial effects upon
.workers' health and -morale, upon spending and po~twarmarkets for industry,
labor productivity, and the educational levels of the nation.
The question is will our reliance on th~ government for the solution of the
unemployment problem end with the transition and is it the wish of private
industry to engage in a program which is shackled to Federal-ai{d grants. The fifty
thousand bUSIness men who are members of the local committ~es of the C. E. D.
know that they cannot be successful in carrying out their postwar expansion plans
unless favorable national policies prev.ail. They believe that, by' planning in advance and making reports and suggestions to Congress, not only will business be
more able to solve its problems, but the national policies will be more amenable
to business.
The four books present an in~eresting constructive program for the conversion
0
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from war to peacetime economy. Some of the suggestions are too general and vague
in scope, but as Dr. John M. Clark said in the final paragraph of his report,
Even unworkable proposals may contain useful principles needing to be dissociated from impracticable mechanisms and hammered into workable shape. Our
. economy is not in a condition in which it can afford to ignore unconventional ideas
(p. 203).
If the reader agrees with the philosophy of enormous governmental expendi-

tures, supervision, and regulation, he' will find guidance in the monographs of
Clark, Lester, and Kaplan. Groves has evolved a tax system based on equity which
, might finance the programs of the other three.
DEL I G H T K. D I X 0 N

"Middle America, by Charles Morrow Wilson. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1944. $3.50'
1 Lived with Latin Americans, by John L. Strohm. Chicago: Wilcox and Follett
,
Company, 1944. $2·50.
How about Mexico1 by Elizabeth Parks Bright. Boston: Chapman and Grimes,"Inc.,
1944· $2·50'

Charles Morrow Wilson.. wntes convincingly and sympathetically about the
countries that comprise Middle" America-Mexico, Guatemala, EI Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica. Panama, Cuba. Haiti, and the Dominican Republic.
After a concise and interesting review of the pre- and post-Columbian history of
these nations, Mr. Wilson devotes the major part of his book to the resources of
Middle America-minerals, quinine, rotenone, tropical oil~, hemp, drugs, chicle,
natural rubber, timber, bananas.
'
'The author, ever mindful of the "invincible truth that the well-being of Middle
America is the well-being of the United States," suggests that our government aid
in the development, expansion, and establishment of tropical crops in this areacrops that are not at all competitive with our own and whi~ we have been importing, in the past, from the Pacific and South Pacific lands. In spite of the many
seemingly insurmountable obstacles presented by terrain, disease, and poverty, Mr.
W~lson remains wholesomely optimistic about the success of such a program. The
final chap~er gives condensed factual information on the Middle American nations,
including recent statistics on resources and commerce.
Middle America, an authoritative book on the Middle American republics, is
recommended to all who are interested, in this' area either as exporters and importers or as travelers and tourists.
• 1 Lived with Latin Americans is the result of a roundtrip to Latin America during which the author covered 18,000 miles by air and an additional 7,000 by auto,
train, oxcart, donkey, and on foot. This book is typical of the already-toa-many
volumes which have been written during the past few years by "one-trip specialists"
on Latin America. Even the most trite facts concerning Latin-American geography,
history, peoples, and customs seem to astound the author-facts which should be
commonplace even to a novice in the field.
Mr. Strohm insists, and perhaps rightly, that to know Latin America one must
,know the "man in the field," yet he fails to convince the reader that he actually
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"lived" with these same Latin Americans (as the title would lead the reader to
believe) or that he fully understood their traditions and customs.
HoUl about Mexico7 is an a~cQunt of a motor trip to Mexico ma,de by the author,
accompanied by her husband and sister. The presentation is trite,t:Iie style colorless and un!1atural, no~ to mention the countless errors throughout. Although the
reader may'" share Mrs. Bright's distress over her· limited knowledge of Spanish
("acquired in teI?- lessons"), he would prefer not to be reminded of these language
limitations by errors on almost every other page; for Spanish words and Mexican
place names to appear misspelled or incorrect seems to be the general rule rather
than the exception. HoUl about Mexico7 is one of the most disappointing books
on Mexico that this reviewer has read. Anyone of the standard guidebooks on·
Mexico would prove. more interes~ng aI?-d certainly more rellable.
ALBERT R. LOPES

The Negro in American Life, by John Becker; with a preface by Lillian Smith.
New York: Julian Messner, Inc., 1944. $1.00.
Dr. George Washingt-on Caroer, Scientist, by Shirley Graham and George D. Lipscomb. New York: Julian Messner, Inc., 1944. $2.50' .
The Negro in American Life began 'as an exhibit of placards presented by the
Council Against Intolerance in America at the Henry ,Street settlement in New
.York. Because of the interest it atoused, reproductions of the placards were made
and exhibited elsewhere; and finally the whole set was organized into a book.
Utilizing the picture and caption technique, the book attempts to sketch the contributions of Negroes to our civilization and emphasize the point that our treatment
of the Negro will demonstrate for the. colored peoples of the world the sjncerity
or; hypocrisy of our protestations about democracy and freedom. Unfortunately,
the pictures used are not so clear as the ideas they try to convey. Indifferent editing";;"small, poorly selected, and awkwardly spaced picture~ and overwhelming
amounts of empty' black background-and poor printing, restIlting in pictures so
dim 3:nd blurred as to be almost meaningless, detract from whatever impact the
book may have. In spite of its defects, however, this is a book that should be in
every high school because what it has to say is so important that it is better to have
il.said badly than not at all.
Dr. George Washington Caroer, Scientist is an idealized and over-simplified
version of the life of a man who has already become a -legend. Written expressly
for junior and senior high school use,. the book does not contribute anything new
about Dr. Carver, but it does make of him one of those dehumanized, semi-saintly,
sweetness-and-light creatures that we continue to think our adolescent moppets like
to read about. This book will not add to or detract much from Dr. Carver's fame,
but it will be good for young people to know about a man who believed that work
and service can be their own rewards and who lived what he believed. Not many
of them will understand, but it may make them wonder.
L Y L E SA U N D E R 5
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Out of the Midwest, edited by John T. Frederick. New York and London: Whittlesey House. 1944. $3.50.
No single writer could understand or interpret the peoples that make up the
great central region of the United States. the'Midwest. Its life is as varied as are its
races and industries and must be seen through many eyes to be fully drawn.
','Regional" writing is that type in which the writer interprets the life and people
with which he is most familiar. Out of the Midwest, though covering the writing
from Ohio to Minnesota. the Dakotas. ·Nebraska. Kansas. Missouri. Iowa. and
Illinois. shows each writer depicting the region which he understands best.
Professor Frederick:. who has conducted the CBS program "Of Men and Books"
since 1937, is himself a Midwesterner. He explains in his introduction that while
Midwestern writing actually began with the Jesuit missionaries over three hundred
years ago and has since included such writers as Abraham Lincoln. William Dean
Howells. and Mark Twain. the tum of the century saw a stagnation followed by a
renewed and vigorous activity in literature around 1910. Wlriters in this collection
belong to the new period.
The great industrial cities of the Midwest are shown by such writers as Ben
Hecht ("Night Diary"). Louis Zara ("The Citizener"), and Lucille Kohler ("Bock
Beer Days in St. Louis"). Representing the other areas are such authors as Sherwood Anderson. Willa Cather, Booth Tarkington, Thomas Hart Benton, MacKinlay
Kantor, Phil StOng, Edna Ferber, Carl Van Doren, Ruth Suckow, and Richard
Sullivan. Among the poets whose works are included are Carl Sandburg, Archibald
MacLeish, Edgar Lee Masters, Vachel Lindsay, Paul Engle, Lew Sarrett, Badger
Clark, and James Hearst. Four of William Allen White's editorials are given, as
is Frank Luther Mott's essay, "Literature with Roots," and excerpts from Abe
Martin's homespun philosophy.
Perhaps no other part of the United States is a greater cross section,of American
life than is the great central region. Its literature is drawn from its people, and is
L 0 I S G ERA R D
well chosen in Out of the Midwest.
The Bay of Silence, by Eduardo MalIea; translated from the Spanish by Stuart
Edgar Grummon. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944. $2.50.
A beautiful book this latest work of Eduardo Mallea-a beautiful book in spite
of its interminable digressions. its n10ralizing passages. its tedious observations, its
apostolic eagerness. More than a painter of types-which here emerge poorly drawn
and unclear, types which lack any definite or recognizable social status-Mallea is
a painter of states of mind. of vague longings. And, more than a novel of characters, this is a novel of ideas, or rather something which I would call the biography
of a soul, the spirit of Martin Tregua, of the "I" of the w~rk, who apparently is
none other than Mallea himself.
•
This is the history of thirteen years in the life of a law student in Buenos Aires,
the chronicle of a life suspended between dream and truth, of little failures, of
long anxieties, of half-triumphs more painful than flat defeats, of restrained energies. of flights checked in the sordid atmosphere of over-fed, materialistic. and
ineffectual middle-class citizens. Its background is the titanic city of Buenos Aires,
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the New· York of Spanish America, with.its gigantic buildings, its filthy slums, its
quiet panoramas along ;the motionless river; with its petty politicians, its bankers,
its equivocal personalities,. and all those characters who, through the pages of
Mallea, travel continualfly from bar to bar and from restaurant to restaurant, roaming over the country and agreeing that something must be done, but never knowing
exactly what is needed. Their only occupation is to have none. They call themselves the true Argenqnians, while their life is' cluttered with preferences for
foreign names, foreign .re~ding, foreign words, foreign champagile. Everything in
them is borrowed: language, feelings, ideas. They are full ·.of second-hand knowledge; they glow at night like fireflies because ordi,nary daily life is too prosaic for
them. They believe that they are living, but they are only existing. There is a
ghostly, unreal quality about them; .and when the despairing reader thinks to
discover something solid behind their momentary verbal gleams, the characters
become vague and shadowy in outline...
The novel is divided into three main parts: "Los J 6venes," "Las Islas," "Los
Derrotados." The first 'part, the most successful in my estimation, is composed of
the youthful years, pregnant with hopes and generous impulses, in which Martin
Tregua and his circle of friends, who grieve for the future of Juan Argentino,
eclipsed by Juan ~ngUsh, Juan Italian, and Juan German, publish the magazine
Enough in order to restore him to his rightful place. The second part takes place
in Europe-P~ London, Rome, Brussels-in a mottled world of Hungarian
barons, British colonels, agents for commercial enterprises, women of dubious
character, p·eople beyond good and eviJ, who want to flee from themselves and
cannot-an entire world, in all, sketchily outlined, which is lost at each page like
smoke in the wind. There is melody, sweetness, exquisiteness of form; cloudiness
and vagueness of ~aracters. The third part, confused and diffused, that of the
return to Argentina, is the reawakening of Martin Tregua to himself and to his
country, a mournful reawakening~
And deeper in the background, in that Buenos Aires of men with the souls of
hangmen, who promenade their utilitarian laboriousness among the banks and
grain companies, the upknown woman, whom the author calIs,,"you" and to whom
the novel is directed, stands as a symbol of all the noble, all the harmonious, all
the beautiful for which Eduardo MaUea searches despairingly and which he fails
to find in his Argentina of today.
Eduardo Mallea is a voice unique in all the length of our Indo-Hispanic
America, raising at times a Biblical lamentation, and at times possessing a lyric
sweetness of uneqUalled suggestiveness. And moreover, F;duardo Mallea is the man
who searches for the very heart of his country, of that country of his which is not
in Buenos Aires, but in the enigmatic, p!ofound, and secret Argentinian landscape
beyond Buenos Aires. His books, especially his Ciudad junto al rio inmovil, his
Bahia del Silencio, and his Meditacion. en la Costa, are heralding pages of a new
Argentina, purified and ~ta1. His wide culture, his command of other languages,
his insatiab~e mental curiosity, all reflected in his work, give to this writer a unique
position in our continental literature. There are pages of his which are sheer
poetry. Even when he reveals the most dismal and motbid, the sordid little cafes
of Calle ~5 de Mayo,. the licentiousness ~f the waterfront, or the alleys of lower
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Belgrano, his prose has a rhythm and a poetic aura which charm, and which the
translator, in his impeccable translation. has known how to conserve in all their
poematic beauty.
A. 0 R T I Z - V A R GAS

Contemporary Spanish-American Fiction. by Jefferson Rea Spell. Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1944. $3.00.
~
Cortes the Conqueror: His Romance with Donna Marina, by Elizabeth Cannon
Porter. Philadelphia: Dorrance and Company. 1944. $2.50.
Musicians and artists have done inuch to join the three Americas: trades~en
and politicians do what they can in their own sometimes' ineffectual way; writers
of prose and poetry, which like music are "inspired and shaded by human emotion."
will make international rapprochement easier and more permanent.
One must indeed welcome the fact that Professor Jefferson Rea Spell, an eminent authority in the field of Latin-American letters, has accepted a double role,
that of a literary critic and an enlightened politician. His Contemporary SpanishAmerican Fiction proposes "to introduce to English readers ten of the most important Spanish-American writers-nine novelists and one short-story writer-whose
principal or entire work has been published since the outbreak of the first World
War, and thereby to make possible a better understanding of the Spanish-speaking
peoples in the Western Hemisphere." His work acquires a political significance
when we realize that it is a cultural appreciation and understanding that will form
the real basis for a workable Pan-Americanism.
In a brief review it is possible to sketch in broad outline the general nature of
the volume. After summariZ;ing Spanish-American fiction before 1914, Professor
Spell presents three novelists whose canvases cover long periods of history: Galvez,
novelistic critic of Argentine city life from the standpoint of conservatism; Azuela~
portrayer of the Mexican ~evolution; and Loveira, advocate of a new morality for
Cuba. Barrios stands as the one representative psychological novelist Latin America
has produced. In another group are four who are painters of distinctive background: Quiroga with his scenes of Misiones; Rivera interested· chiefly in the struggle between man and the selvas; Giiiraides, interpreter of the Argentine gaucho;
and Gallegos with his depiction of both the llanos and the selvas of Venezuela. In
the last group are Icaza and Alegria. bQth of whom are concerned primarily with
the exploiter and the exploited of their respective countries. Ecuador and Peru.
A chapter on the trends in Spanish-American fiction concludes the book. Dr. Spell
presents interesting and accurate thumbnail sketches of the lives of the ten writers;
he analyzes literary character. background. and structure; he summarizes plots "and
subplots; and he enlivens his lectures by interesting and well-selected quotations.
The bibliography. listing all the novels and collections of short stories by these
writers, with existent English translations and book reviews in English of the
wQrks discussed, makes the work valuable to schools. libraries. and" even to the
"general public." The index is good. In summary. this is an excellent reference
book for English readers who want to know as much as possible about SpanishAmerican fiction and who cannot read all the novels. And a word of praise is due
The University of North Carolina Press for the pleasing typographical dress and
format in which the study is presented.
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Cortes the Conqueror has been presented on the jaciet blurb as a romantic
historical novel. Until the appearance of this volume the story of Cortes and his
romance with Donna Marina has been neglected by the historical novelist-a circumstance which may seem curious in view of the ~atic quality of the material
and our increased interest in Latin-American cultural tradition. Elizabeth Cannon
Porter has made an attempt to repair the omission.
From the standpoint of this reviewer, Cortes the Conqueror is not a very good
novel. Meant asa novel and written in the third person, at times the book reads
quite like a diary;, at other times, mor€) like a thousand research reference cards
between two covers. 'In Jact it is, a better history than novel. From the flowing
pages of the sixteenth century, Elizabeth Cannon Porter's story does re-create the
events, background, and character of Cortes' achievements in the land of the Aztecs,
and to a certain extent the broader "background of the great Emperor Charles V
of Spain; but it does not fulfill the important purposes of the novel of searching the
soul of man for truth and telling a story. ':
The book is loosely constructed, giving simple impressive scenes which are
held together not by means of a central plot but rather through the author's feeling
for form and dialogue.....and by two coversl The characters are multitudinous, including conquistadores, their Indian consorts, friars, Aztec ~dventurers, all of whom
move around the ever-<tominating figure of Cortes, the Conqueror. The characters
are not individualized; !their speech is extensive and on one level throughout.' The
only convincing part,;of the novel is an occasional description.
In addition to the novelist's constant use of colloquialisms, there are numerous
errors and inconsistencies in spellin~: e. g., Tobasco for Tabasco; Panuca for
Panuco; Valesque% (P"31) and Velesque% (p. 380) for Velasque%; and conquistadore
for conquistador.
The really good historical novel about Marina, who betrayed' her own people
into the hands of the SpanIsh invaders through her devotion to the interests of her
Spanish lover, is yet to be written.
E DNA L U E FUR N E S S
~

Diary and Letters of Josiah Gregg: Excursions in Mexico and California I847-I8;0,
edited by Maurice Garland Fulton; with an introduction by Paul Horgan.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press; 1944. $3.50;
,
In a last letter written at "Trinity River [California] below63d Canon Nov. '1St
1849," Josiah Gregg directed that his "effects and memoranda" be placed at' the
disposition of his brQther John. Eventually, through careful guardianship of Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Hardwicke, of the Missouri Greggs, those documents reached the
editorship of Maurice Garland Fulton. The first volume of the diary, 1840-1847,
was a 1941 product of the University of Oklahoma PreSs. Now, in similarly fine
bookcraft, comes the second volume, 1847-1850, completing Paul Horgan's bi~'
graphical sketch of Gr~gg and the diary and letters themselves.
From these "memoranda" Gregg hoped one day to bring to life a book to rank
with his classic Commerce of the Prairies. P.~rhaps, however, more of the real Gregg
is present in this raw material. The highlights glow like passages of his finished
book. Here is a cle~ account of the BattIeof Buena Vista, wi~ Gregg, slighted
of army distinction, exposing himself to'real danger as civilian observer. Here are
< •
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Doniphan's Missourians on their Chihuahua:Saltillo march, and Gregg's record
is invaluable supplement to the Hughes and Edwards accounts. His -last trip to
the states, his medical practice in Saltillo, and an expedition to Mexico City all
yield vivid incident. On the Mexico City fornada he sees a matachlnes dance, the
mines of Real del Monte, the hospital of San Lazaro (less intimately than Kendalll);
his entree into the social world of Mexico City increases the insight and historical
pertinence of his account. As he journeys overland to Mazatlan and by' ship to
San Francisco, the old art of the Commerce .touches up the hardships of the journey;
Gregg of the Santa Fe trade is here again.. And finally, from other sources-principally L. K. W~od's narrative-comes a reconstruction of Gregg's last trek, which
some think he undertook on government commission to blaze a trader's road from
Sacramento City to Trinity Bay and to search for the "almost mythical~~ Trinidad
(Humboldt) Bay. Shattere~ by hardship, scorned ~y desperate companions as he
stubbornly carves the latitude of Trinidad Bay on a tree for other explorers to
discover, left lagging as he measures theiJant redwoods or posts those last, lost
diary entries, the "old Doctor" dies of starvation
on February 25, 1850, near Clear
4'
Lake, California. In these volumes are meticulous geographical, geological, and
botanical notes. This "exploratory traveler"-scientist, trader, doctor-, "sober,
temperate, studious," tirel~ssly shipped specimen collections to the states, purely
as public service. His scientific spirit, fanned by love of adventurous travel, drove
him constantly. So d!d the spirit of the moralist and critic. He carps at his military
associates for brutality and injustice to the Mexicans, despises the "parade and
pomposity" of martinet General Wool, lauds Taylor the general and deprecates
Taylor the presidential aspirant, scorns an executive "so short of intellect" as
Polk. He bewails the linguistic shortcomings of our diplomats, preaches the manifest destiny of an expanding United States. He is sometimes fussy and ridiculous
as he scolds Doniphan's Missourians who guffaw at his red umbrella or as he complains endlessly of the "surly, unaccommodating," "crabbed," "mean," "disagreeable" steamboat captains and crews. A cantankerous traveler, this Gregg; but
he :wins us nevertheless with his integrity, his persistence, his concern for the doWntrodden, his questing, inquiring spirit.
These volumes add to his stature, restore much of the man who in 1907 was
called by editor Connelley of the Hughes' Doniphan Expedition a "lost author."
These diaries and letters are the indispensable fabric of the full-length biography
of Gregg which now needs writing. We hope that Messrs. Fulton and Horgan will
thus complete the distinguished work they have so well begun.
4'

KATHERINE

SIMONS
~

Western 'Words: a Dictionary of the 1!-~nge, Cow Camp and Trail, by Ramon 1
Adams. Norman: Uniyersity of Oklalioma Press, 1944.. $3.00.
'
Here is a language key to some of the 'most characteristic literature of the West,
the novels and stories dealing with cowboy life. Mr. Adams says that after he
published Cowboy Lingo in 1936, many of its terms were put to use by writers of
"westerns" and he- points out that western story magazines are reflecting current
interest in the subject by conducting columns where range expressions are placed
in print.
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The title is capable of misinterpretation, for although nearly all these words are
western, not all the' unique and picturesque jargon of the West is confined to the
range, cow camp, or trail. The Indian trader, miner, lUIilberman, paisano, sodbuster, oil-rigger, and archaeologist have all adapted, improvised, and coined western words. The cattle industry at one time covered, more of the territory in the
West th~n any other one profession, and for that reason its influence has 'been
more pervasive than any other. Dozens of the terms in Mr. Adams' book are widely
known to readers and speclkers ,who have never spent a night in a cow camp. The
book is of broad interest, therefore, jo readers of western lit~rature and to students
of language in general, especially the American language.
'
, Many, of the words in Mr. Adams' list will be found in the standard American
dictionaries: adobe, albino, aparejo, arriero,badlands, etc. Few dictionaries 31e so
liberal as to include ,the metaphors," such as airin' the lungs for "swearing," Arizona
nightingale for "prospector's burro," blue lightnin" for "a six-gun," boot-hill for "a
frontier cemetery," California collar for "a hangman's noose in vigilante days,"
cow grease for "butter." One can tum to a heading like Drinking and find the most
glorious variety of images for consuming "firewater": alkalied, belly up, bend an
elbow, cut his wolf loose, hear the owl hoot, keep the double doors swingin', paint
the tonsils, rust ,the boiler; The word whiskey, has an equally rich assOptment of
'comparisons, both complimentary and disparaging. A dictionary like this one reeks
of folklore, as anyone who relisheswQPls-will discover.
The handling of Spanish words arid phrases in Mr. Aaams' book is pot entirely
consistent. For instance, in his foreword of appreciation, he speaks of his debt to
the old-timers who have been his informants. "To them," he writes, "I can .only
say muy gracias:' This must be some colloquial Americanism for muchas gracias,
but a little puzzling in another Southwestern area where Spanish isn't so mangled
in speech. The word xerga appears in the glossary marked as pronounced "csay'gab" and defined as "a saddle cloth placed between the salea and the packsaddle."
This must be the jerga so familiar in New Mexico, a heavy white and black cloth
woven for use on bedS, bancos, or as floor covering. Some identification with orthodox Spanish and the, variety of Southwestern uses should occur if the word is t~
be considered Westem or Southwestern. These localisms registered by Adams are
countered by an academic attitude. toward words like cimarron, which he .marks
"the-mar-rone'''; whereas nobody but the college professors uses the Castilian th in
these parts, and even they give it up in a region where the educated SpanishAmericans us~ the s pronunciation for c as do cultivated speakers throughout Latin
America.
,
One wor~ for which a more satisfactory etymology has appeared than the one
offered in Western Words is the term dogie. Adams cites references to show that
orphaned calves were called "doughguts" because their bellies swelled from the
diet of grass and water. Some years ago N. Howard Gack) Thorp, author of "Little
Joe the Wrangler"and first collector of cowboy songs. told me the word "dogie"
was a corruption of Spanish dogal or "rope halter" used by vaqueros to tie a calf
at milking time so it could nurse on only one teat, leaving the rest for the milker.
The calves were ,called dogales, and then "dogies:' This account is recorded for
;>
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Thorp in New Mexico (1940), American Guide Series, the section called "Contributions to the Language," along with several hundred other western words.
Ramon Adams has been riding herd on the words in western speech for nearly
twenty years. Some of the rest of us have been in the roundup business, too, so
far as the language business is concerned, and for almost as long. To Mr. Adams'
credit are two fine books, instead of a series of articles, 10I?-g or short, popular or
scientific, which most of the other collectors can claim. A sort of union catalog of
the files of Mr. Adams and all the collectors would be an.impressive thing, something
the Dictionary of American English board or the Merriam-Webster editors would
gaze"at with respect if not positive envy. Until such a word omnibus appears, everyone will be grateful to Mr. Adams for the labor he has 'expended and the fruit his
industry has borne.
T. M. PEA R. C E

Swing the Big-Eyed Rabbit, by John Pleasant McCoy. New York: E. P.Dutton
and Company, Inc., 1944. $2.50.
Escape the Thunder, by Lonnie Coleman. New York: E. P. Dutton'and Company,
Inc., 1944. $2.00.
The Outside Leaf, by Ben Fi~ld. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1943. $2.50.
Journey in the Dark, by Martin Flavin. New York and 'London: Harper and
_ Brothers, 1943. $2.75.
.
Taps for Private Tussie, by Jesse Stuart. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company,
Inc., 1943. $2.50.
None but the Lonely Heart, by Richard llewellyn. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1943. $2·75·
Liana, by Martha Gellhorn. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944. $2.50.
The seven novels listed above are. a representative cross section of novels pub.
lished in 1943-44, with historical novels excluded. I doubt that anyone of them
will be remembered three years from now. Mr. Llewellyn'S story may survive
because Ethel Barrymore and Cary Grant starred in it on the screen. :The first three
on the list are first novels, the fourth a prize novel; the other three arei by established
authors.
~
Swing the Big-Eyed Rabbit is a simple story of a year in a missiolil school in the
South; the hero, Artemis Collins, is an idealistic mountain lad eager fOIl education,
an easy prey for the sedllctress, Millie Darnell. Dr. Peabody, head c?i~ the school,
enjoys the flagellation of vice; whereas his sister realizes that much thit ·seems sinful
is but natural. Anne Whitfield stands for all that is good. Swing the Big-Eyed
Rabbit (the title is taken from a dance-game) has the weaknesses of a ·first novel; the
conflict, idealism battered by realism, never becomes vital because the characters are
nEfver more than shadows. Mr. McCoy has an ease of transition in handling his
story, and he has a definite freshness of phrase-"Artemis was runnin.g so fast that
a tight cap of wind was drawn back over his head"-, but not enough force or skill
to make his first novel outstanding.
Escape the 'Thunder is an expanded short story rather than a novel, for the real
• development should begin where the action ends. Luther Walker, tIle embodiment
of good, stands up against Josh, the embodiment of evil, and through kindness to
Josh's castoff mistress brings about Josh's d~ath. There are too many loose ends to
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make this a good novel. The blurb praises. "the almost casual violence of a tragic
love story." There is a casual quality that keeps the reader from any real concern
with th1ffeelopment of its story; there is violence, certainly, in the character and
end of J ,sh; however. there is no tragedy"in Pecola's murdering Josh; and the love
story is finitely hazy. The whole effect of Escape the Thunder is flimsy. although
the dialogue is competent and there is an attempt to present Luther realistically.
Mr. Coleman has ability. but for the short story rather than for the novel.
The Outside Leaf is interesting insofar as it describes the culture of broadlea!
tobacco in Connecticut; as a novel it is poor. The two best characterizations are
those of the father and mother. the orthodox Israel Muller and his wife; theY'have
the ring of reality; but Moe. the cenjJal character. never lives. The picture of the
community of Irish. Jews. and P~~ shows the changes in the second generation
and also even greater changes from the war. There is conflict between the bookish
Israel. the unsuccessful farmer. and IDS son. who is impregnated with ruthless
determination to succeed, to make the fami pay. The reader's sympathy is as
divided as the author's seems to ,be. Mr. Field writes witJl. efficiency' rather than
>~th grace; however, the novel showS' promise.
Martin Flavin writes with a maturity quite absent from the first novels by young
men. He writes of what he knows from· experience. what he has learned from
observation, and he speaks with intelligence and sureness. Although he gives an
excellent picture of American life during the last sixty years. there is no freshness in
the presentation to make Journey in the Dark an outstanding novel rather than
what it is. a competently written novel in the tradition established by W. D. Howells.
We see Sam Braden make his millions. buy his social position. return to become the
patron of the town of Ills birth; we know that he is not going to be happy. that he
win not sympathize with his son. that he will seek a new satisfaction. Eile~n Wyatt
is never clearer to the reader th~m she is to Sam. to whom she is. a symbol of social
position, something that he can never h_oldbecause she does not love him; Emelie
he cannot hold beCause he is but a symbol to her. Sam Bra:'den is an American who
finds that material success is hollow. that something Qutsiderugged individualism is
the truf end in life. Mr. Flavin's solution. Sam's work in the factory. is not convincing, but that work is one more example of Sam's ability to adjust to the demands of
the times. Journey in the Dark is 'well written. with accurate details. but it is not a
novel that will last.
Taps for Private Tussie is really a series of scenes presenting the Tussies spending Uncle Kim's insurance money. The whole story is seen through Sid's eyes, and
his simple acceptance of Tussie manners and morals heightens the humor and
intensifies the exasperation of the reader now and then. Sqme of th~ improbabilities are hard to accept: why would anyone rent a newly decorated house to a
Tussie? why would the owner let the conditions of a madhouse go on in his house
as long as he did? how could a Tussie reform as thoroughly as Uncle Kim seems to
have? There-are a number of excellent scenes: the arrival of ~e Tussie clan to
share Press's good fortune and their departure when all was consumed; the trips
to the relief. office where the Tussie kinsfolk vied to fill Granpa's sacks wi~ only'
the best apples~ cabbages. peaches. apricots. pork, raisins. larcL oranges. and canned
milk; the winning ways of Uncle George whose music ch~ed the most unsympa-
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thetic listener and won Aunt Vittie; the nightly dances in the George Rayburn
house. Taps for Private Tussie is written with the gusto of a Restoration comedy,
and it is held together by an exu.berance which keeps the reader going to the end.
None but the Lonely Heart was very hard for me to read. About page four
hundred, I began to be slightly interested in what was going to happen next to
Ernie Mott, although the curious involvement of remarks from Him to "Hisself," a
strangely confusing device in a stream-of-consciousness presentation, was still
definitely irritating. If Mr. Llewellyn wanted to present a man in a low state of
mental degradation, as his quotation from Robert Owen implies, he has succeeded.
Perhaps he has given a fine description of- Kingsland Road and an authentic transcript of the speech of the district, but as long as it is filtered through Ernie Mott's
confused and muddy mind it makes the book hard to read. If this book is "alive
'with humanity,l' then give me inhumanity.
.
Martha Gellhom is a skillful writer who has the ability to put the reader in
complete understanding and sympathy with her characters. She has a sensitive
feeling for many types of people, and nowhere does she show her insight more
tenderly than in Liana. Three lonely people-Marc, the wealthy man married to
Liana; Liana, the mulatta who belongs neither to her oWn people nor to her husband's; and Pierre, a refugee from fallen France-are thrown together With inevitable
consequences. Marc is saved by throwing himself into work· for the good of' the
whole is.land when it is ringed by war; Pierre returns to fight with the Free French;
Liana can go neither forward nor back as her awakened spirit cannot survive without Pierre. Liana is a study of spiritual isolation, of the confusion and dissatisfaction of one whose only contact comes through selfishness and satisfaction of the
senses. The beautiful mulatta develops from a rich man's plaything to a woman
who can send her lover from her that he may be happy, although she realizes that in
so doing she destroys her own life. She has the imagination and courage to make
Pierre do what he really wants to do, unhampered by love for her. The descriptions of the island, of Liana's home in contrast to Marc's home. of the gossip, of the
brawl which would force Pierre to fight for Liana's good name are all excellent.
L!ana is worth reading..
E,D I T H S. B L E 55 I N G

Traditional Chinese Tales, translated by Chi-chen Wang. New York: Columbia
University Press,- 1944. $2.75.
Contemporary Chinese Stories, translated by Chi-chen Wang. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1944· $2.75.
These attractively bound and jacketed books offer a generous selection of
Chinese classic and modem short stories. So disparate in time and motivation, they
make a fascinating complementary pair for the reader whether he be iqterested
primarily in Chinese culture or in the history of literature or merely approaches
them as an innocent inquirer. The translator has made felicitous use of his English
medium and has added to each volume an illuminating set of notes on the sources.
history, and writers of the stories. Two minor additions could be asked for: that
\he Wade system of transliteration, essentiaI!y so simple, had been explained for the
lay read~r. and that the individual dates of the contemporary stories had been given.
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for perhaps as much change took place in the twenty years of modem writing as in
a hundred decades of the classic style.
.
The twenty traditional tales range roughly in time from the fifth to the sixteenth centuri~s; yet a certain uniformity of thought and interest prevails throughout the collection since later stories are often but repolishings of old themes. All.
may be characterized as direct, objectiv~ narratives; interest lies in events rather
than in personalities; a moralizing strain"is evident. The casual acceptance of supernatural happenings may prove difficult for some prosaic minds, but others will find
in the adroit-use of this literary tool, at present eschewed by the modem "scientific"
writers, an added piquant charm. This device makes possible the drama of '~The
Dragon's Daughter," the, psychic torture of a guilty conscience in uHuoHusiaoyii,"
and the ballet-like beal;lty of "The Flower Lover and the Fairies." Whereas magical
exploits are tiresomely overabundant in Chinese mythology, in these popular tales
the supernatural events appear as a normal cultural ingredient of the times and ~n
no way detract from the esSential urbanity of the Chinese literary mind. All the
,stories are pleasing in plot movement and cultural content, and have a suavity of
style which is both ~elaxed and succinct.
The moral pressure of the traditional tales bears upon personal conduct; they
deplore the vanity of ambition, disloyalty, irresponsible jesting, and wanton destruction, while displaying the rewards of rectifying mistakes, of steadfast love, patient
. industry, and selfless virtue.
Quite as moral are the twenty-one contemporary stories (1918 to 1937) which aim
their propagandizing blows at social, rather than individual, evil: venery, poverty,
prostitution, paternal despotism, and laissez. faiTe. They are entirely. Western in
expository method, exhibiting a subjective approach and.a tense, inferential -style
which probably never would have developed from China's own .literary backgroundL
The opening story, "The Road," by Chang T'ien-yi, could be out of Malraux, Hemingway, or Bates, and is. equally a.s good. Lag She, Mao Dun, Ling Shu-hua, and Yeh
Shao-chiin show themSelves to be masters of characterization in TUthle§Sly revealing
certain Chinese types which, incidentally, have their counterparts in other countries:
"The Philanthropist" (the egoistic career woman), "A True Chinese" (the pusillanimous manufacturer), "The Helpmate" (the 'bridge addict), and "Mrs. Li~s Hair"
(the timorous conformist). The subtle irony of Lusin is exemplified in two fine
stories, "Whaes the pifferencet" and "Peking Street Scene." The stories which are
more Chinese in all~sion, "Grandma Takes Charge," "Spring Silkworms," and
"Yuchun," probably' Catty the greatest interest for Western readers. Shen'Ts'ungwen, but slightly educated even in Chinese and entirely self-developed, is represented by a distinguished story, "Night March," which has a grave charm and rare
psychological insight. .
.'
All of the contemporary stories demonstrate the Chinese writers' al:>ility to
control modem techniques, although they have not carried their psychological
approach to the point 'of ultra-introspection like a George Stiles or made palpable
construction of verbal·lucite like a Katherine Anne Porter. While the classic tales
possess the grace and resilience of silk, the more recent stories with their reforming
purposefulness have the sturdy texture of good blue nankeen and will endure.
The contrast of, the traditional and contemporary styles arouses speculations
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unanswerable save by expert knowledge. For instance, the differences of approach
and motivation between the objective narration of the classic stories and the subjective d.epiction of the modem make one wonder if tales of the latt~r sort are produced in times of cultural change when personal stresses and conflict result; whereas
the former, positing unquestioned principles and set in a taken-for-granted milieu,
are the product of a static cultural situation. A compact survey of the sources and
aims of Chinese fiction, such as Dr. Charles S. Gardener has made for the historical
literature, would answer many of the ques.tions evoked by -these and other recent
translations from the Chinese. .
China's vast library, so long closed to English readers, is slowly being opened, and
we are grateful to Dr. Chi-chen Wang for every page he translates for us.
A. H. GAYTON

Tom Bo~e, by Charles B. Judah. New Ybrk: William Morrow and Company, 1944.
$3.00.'
"
For the reader who likes a hero with plenty of swash and a heroine who buckles
her virtue lightly about her, Mr. Judah's swashbuckler romance should be a thriller.
It is a rapid-fire adventure which leaves the reader positively panting as Tom
Bone in person re-creates a past, starting him off as the twelfth child (in eleven years)
of a fisherman of Plymouth, England, and finally after more lurid adventures than a
penny <!readful winding him up as a wealthy merchant and slave-trader of Boston.
The publishers co~pare Tom Bone with Anthony AdveTse~ and if wealth and
variety of adventure is the basis of comparison then Tom treads closely on Anthony's
heels.
Mr. Judah is so busy getting Tom in and out of hair-raising situations that he
never pauses by the wayside for descriptive background or contemplative comment.
The hero's adventures are set against such widely divergent scenes as England in the roaring 1660'S, the Virginia of Bacon's Rebellion, the Jamaica of the
pirate and bucanneer, the Gold Coast of Africa in the height of slave~trading days~
and Boston in its witch-burning era; yet Tom might as well have been pursuing his
adventures up and down a back alley so far as reality of setting goes. But there is
an exception. That occurs when Tom sails into Conception Bay and sees before
him the "cold and white and green" New World of which his cod-fishing father told
him. ~'The water of the harbor where we had anchored during the night," says
Tom, "was black green, while huge green cedars marched toward the edge of the
cliffs • . . on the mountains beyond sno~ gleamed under a bright sun." Tom's fol·
lowing description of the life of the English cod-fisher in Newfoundland is the clearest pict~re in the book. Somehow the reader feels Mr. Judah must have looked
upon Newfoundland at some time and found it compelling.
The plot of Tom Bone marches smartly on the double. There's never a break
in the step which is motivated by Tom's three ruling impulses: hatred of the gentry
in general, Edward Cousin in particular, and a half-shamefaced determination to
become gentry himself; a longing for personal freedom; and finally, but all-compelling, his love for Polly Bragg.
Po~y, like Tom himself, steps in and out of so many hair-ra~sing' adventures that
.she seems more like a wax figure on which to hang the cloak of romance than a flesh-
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and-blood person. A ~ench with a heart-shaped face and a too-heavy mouth, she
runs the gamut 6f impossibilities from marriage with her brother, participation in
voodoo, a miraculous escape from keel-hauling at the hands of the villainous Edwin
Cousin, to a psychological victory over the same gen.tleman, who in some undescribed
manner takes voluptuous women into his ship's cabin for a few days and returns
them to the world shapeless sacks of repentant sin. Alllii'except the redoubtable Polly.
Although sin hangs heavily on the atmosphere, Tom Bone, we fear, will never
achieve a brisk sale through having been banned in Boston. Mr. Judah may call a
,spade a whore, but he doesn't go in for lavish descriptions even o,f sin.
-Witches, full-buttocked black slave dancers, Indians on the warPath, voodoo
drums, the sacrifice of; the goat without horns, sharks, pirate gold, incest, and
revenge are slapped in ,great gobs onto the picture of Tom :ao~e. And if the effect
is sometimes as amusing' as the naively painted face of an adolescent, like an adolescent_with spring fever-it capture~ and holds the attention. And far away in the' distance, perhaps Mr. Judah may have heard, as he wrote, the grinding of cameras and
the gleam of Tom Bone~s sword flashing bright in the cinematic sunshine.
MARGARET

PAGE

HOOD

Stephen Hero: A Part ot the First Draft of a Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,
by James Joyce; edited by TheodorelSpencer. New York: New Directions, 1944.
$3.50 •
.
In A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Stephen Daedalus is Joyce as he
wishes to remember himself; in Stephen Hero, Stephen"Daedalus is Joyce as he was.
Stephen Hero is 385 pages of an autobiographical novel which Joyce referred to as
a schoolboy's production; the manuscript bought by the Harvard College Library
consi,sts of pages 519-goa and covers material condensed into ninety-three pages in
·th~ .P,ortrait. Theodore 'Spencer has edited and written an introduction to the book.
Stephen Hero is extremely interesting for the light it throws on Joyce's development, on his fcpnily and his friends. Mrs. Daedalus becomes alive in her conversations with her son, conversations which may have been'recorded exactly as they took
place, for Stephen was not only captivated by Freeman and Morris but "he read
Skeat's Etymological Dictionary by the hour and his mind . . . was often hypnotized by the nfost commonplace conversation:' She is willing to be converted to his .
'admiration for Ibsen; she angers Stephen by trying to "wheedle him into conformity by using his sister's health as an argument"; she tells him that she has spoken
of him to her spiritu~l adviser. Maurice, ,Stephen's brother, <!oes not appear in the
Portrait, but he is an es~ential part 'of Stephen's life, for he listens to the developing
theories, not always approvingly. Isobel, the little sister, is found only in Stephen
Hero, but the description of her funeral is a forerunner of the scene in Ulysses.
Cranly and Lynch are; individualized in tJIeearly novel. We are here given in
detail the interview in which Stephen defends his aesthetic theory to the president
of the college, the reading of the paper before the Debating Society, the whole
acquaintance with'Emn1a Clery(E.C. of the Portrait). Stephen.is a young man who
needs the supj>Ort and comfort of his family and friends. The priggish pretentiousness of the early Stephen is more understandable than the arrogance of the later
Stephen; the dramatic presentation of scenes between Stephen, his family, his
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friends, ,his teachers provides a warmth that is quite lacking in the cryptic, halfelliptical references to these events made by Stephen in the Portrait. It might be
well to read Stephen Hero as an introduction to the Portrait.
Joyce's theory of the epiphanies, a theory that he followed in all his writing, is
clearly set forth in Stephen Hero.
By an epiphany he meant a sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in the vulgarity
of speech or of gesture or in a memorable phase of the mind itself. He believed
- that it was for the man of letters to record these epiphcmies with extreme-care, seeing
that they themselves are the most delicate and evanescent of moments. He told
Cranly that the clock of the Ballast Office was capable of an epiphany. Cranly
questioned the inscrutable dial with his no less inscrutable countenance:
· .. Yes, said Stephen. I will pass it time after time, refer to it, catch a glimpse
of it. It is only an item in the catalogue of Dublin's street furniture. Then all at
once I see it and I know at once what it is: epiphany.
· .. What?
• ..: Imagine my glimpses at that clock as the gropings of a spiritual eye wmch
seeks to adjust its vision to an exact focus. The moment the focus is reached the
object is epipha~ised. It is just in this epiphany that I find the' third, the supreme
quality:of bea~ty. . .. .
First we recognize that the object is one integral thing, then we recognize that it
is an organised cOPlposite structure, a thing in fact: finally, when the relation of the
parts is'exquisite, when the parts are adjusted to the special point, we recognize that
it is that thing which it is. Its soul, its whatness, leaps to us from the vestment of its
appearance. The soul of the commonest object, the structure of which is so adjusted,
_
seems to us radiant. The object achieves its epiphany.
EDITH S. BLESSING

The Iliad of Homer: a Line for Line Translation in Dactylic Hexameters, by
~ William Benjamin Smith and Walter Miller; illustrated With the Classical
Designs of John Flaxman. New York,,: The Macmillan Company, 1944· $3.75.
In the opinion of this reviewer, the new translation of the Iliad will be extremely
useful to a student of Greek language or literature-but uninspiring 'both to him
and to the general reader. Particularly convenient for the student is the index, with
book and line references to characters and places, a unique feature, I think, in this
edition. The line-by-line translation, which is the result 6f many years of work and
_research by two eminent Greek scholars, is sound and creditable; and, of course,
it facilitates reference to the Greek text. The Flaxman designs, the most popular
illustrations for the Iliad, are an admirable addition. However, this version of
Homer lies in limbo between two areas of translators, as it seems to belong neither
to the modernists, who insist on a poem for a poem, nor to the Hellenizers,l who
try to imitate as closely as possible the structure, idiom, and spirit of the original.
The latter task seems insurmountably difficult; the first, obviously, requires ~ Poet.
Veering in the direction of the Hellenizers, the translators have chosen ~c
hexameter as the metrical pattern. Still, since Greek hexameter is quantitativethat is, the pattern is based on the duration of syllables, whereas English hexametet
is qualitative, witJ1 stress rather than length of syllable as a metrical basis-~e
English medium cannot approximate the Greek. Othex: translators, Prentiss CumI Terms used by Higham and Bowra, editors of The Oxford Book of Greek Verse ifi
Translation.

:~
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mings, A. F. Murison, George ErnIe, have made hexameter versions, which are not
complete and not line for line; but Tennyson and Robert Bridges thought the
form utterly inappropriate to Homer and "fit, as a rule, only for comic subjects,"
One is inclined to agree with the latter, after reading such pedestrian lines in the
Smith and Miller translation
as
I
.
Phoenix, my dear old daddy, thou nurseling of Zeus, of this honor
Need I have none. . . .
[IX, ll.. 607-S]
and
Down to ·the depths of the sea she [Iris] plunged like a leaden
sinker .' . .
[XXIV, 1. So] ,
Other aspects of this. version. besides the unwieldy and hampering verse form,
m~ke it impressive as ~.mathematical and scholarly achievement rather than as a
literary one. First, numerous phrases evoke rather questionable connotations. The
secondary meanings inherent in certain Greek words for listeners in the eighth
century B. C. are, of C01!lrSe, unknoWn to us. The efforts of Greek schoJars combined with the energies of Messrs~ Itorzybski and Richards (to say' nothing of
Ogden) cannot elucidate the connotation of,for example, kunopidosl as applied
by Helen to herself in ~ook III, line ISO. But here, Helen is permitted to say "a
cur like me," a.n offensive phrase to readers brought up in the Marlowe and Poe
traditions. Because the translator cannot know the eighth-century connotations,
he should be particular~y wary of what he does know: the overtones and the poetic
quality of English words. "The wide-regnant king Agamemnon," "thy prophets
unwashen of feet,'" "lJellespont peopled with fish," "well-balanced banquet,"
"[Patroclus] eVilly m!nded toward Trojans," "sea stood p~ted in gladness"-such
phrases are not the "impassioned ,expression" of poetry, nor are they HOIIfric
Greek.
"
' . ..
Neither modernistic nor Hellenizing is the unhappy union of archaisms or
obsolete terms with modem English words. CaitiDI glaivel sate, estoppedl wigh~1
wain l thralldoml redel scathelessl levin appear with malinger and slacker. Diomedes,
"scowlfully looking,'~ .says to Agamemnon, "Buddy, sit thee. in silence. . . . "
There is a sect of translators, once led by Lang, who argued for using archaisms on
the .basis that the language of Homer "nev,er a spoken language, nor, except for
certain poetical purposes, written," is analogous to our Biblical English. The use
of scathelessl however, does not encompass buddYI a combination reminding one
of a fancy dress coStume which includes a top hat with a full suit of armor.
It is difficult to criticize a poetic translation of Homer without be,ing picayunish;
defects that would be mere flaws in a prose translation shatter a poem. Mter all, as
Johnson said, "Poetry, indeed,' cannot be translated; and therefore it is the poets
that preserve langu~ge." And Cha'Rman: "The work of a skillful translator is to
observe the sentences, figures and formes of speech prqposed in his author, his true
sence and height, and to adorn them with figures apd frrmes of oration fitted to the
original in the same tongue to which they are translated." The Iliad merits transmutation to twentieth century literature, to be imbued with the "lively air of a brave
. original," by, let ussiy., Archibald -MacLeish, and in free verse. :
JANE
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